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aron Andrus always loved to draw. It was while attending high school in San Antonio that this Texas native
discovered architecture and design. There, he said, “The seed of dreaming up unique designs that were my
own was planted. I had found something that was exciting and motivating.”
Upon graduation, Andrus joined the U.S. Army Reserves, in part, to help put himself through college. A Gulf War
veteran, he credits the Army with instilling in him, “the principles of leadership, teamwork and a ‘can do’ attitude,
all of which I depend on today.”
Andrus earned a bachelor’s degree in environmental design from Texas A&M University’s College of Architecture.
With HKS Hospitality Group, a Dallas-based architecture and interior design firm for more than 18 years, Andrus,
associate principal and SVP, has spent most of his career working primarily on high-end luxury beach resorts.
“I love the saying, ‘We are not in the business of architecture; we are in the business of people.’” he said. “What
I do every day is forge relationships with the talented people in this industry.” From clients to colleagues to consultants—people, and the spirit of creative collaboration he has with his team at HKS—are what Andrus likes most
about his profession. Working on projects around the globe has been particularly inspiring and he welcomes how
it has pushed him out of his comfort zone, helping him to discover new forms of creativity within himself.
Andrus’ design philosophy is to approach “each project with a fresh set of eyes by thinking on a bigger scale
than just the size of the project itself.” It’s important to him to let each project tell its own story. He takes design
cues from everything he can, including “existing site conditions, native materials, local construction methods, and
even local fashion, art and cuisine.”
Throughout his career, there have been numerous tools and products Andrus has used often, whether for inspiration or to put a finishing touch on a project. Always passionate about sketching, he carries a Moleskine sketchbook (3) with him at all times. “It has been a canvas to some of my most cherished designs,” he admits. His use of
a three-dimensional printer (4), the Makerbot Gen 5, enables Andrus to see those sketches and designs come to
life. Another technological device he finds indispensable is Google Cardboard, a virtual reality viewer (2). “This
emerging technology tool allows me to quickly immerse myself into a 3D world at the touch of my smartphone.”
Andrus said.
When it comes to products he favors, Andrus is drawn to a solid surface material (1) he discovered while visiting
Spain a few years ago. “I had the opportunity to tour Porcelanosa’s plant and was blown away with the capabilities of Krion,” he said. And, in many of his resort projects, Andrus said there is one door system (5) he turns to
again and again. “NanaWall provides an aesthetically pleasing system with a variety of options to help designers
think beyond borders.”
“Emotionally, I am inspired by life, travel and color,” Andrus added. “Practically, it’s the guest. The key to a great
architect is for the design of the space to, in turn, inspire the guest.”
								
—Lisa Mancuso
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